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Abstract: Despite the fact that products in the industries are made by the same formula, the imperfections and dissimilarities between
the produced products are influenced by noises and mechanical connections, moreover the variations of temperature with time during
the production contribute to these imperfections. Previously and even to date the produced sound gears in many industries were tested by
using the human ears to determine the defect gears and good gears, other methods like pitch detection method and faults detection
method are applied. However those method have been found to be unreliable and therefore accelerated to bad sorting between good
gears and bad gears. In this paper we proposed a powerful approach which used Digital signal processing techniques to determine the
quality of the sound Gears. We integrated Correlation technique, Normalization and alignment methods. The techniques were applied to
the extracted sound signals. The final extracted features (amplitudes, frequencies and phases) were classified and hence used to
determine the good (non-defect) and bad (defect) gears. The entire process provided the perfect and higher accurate results and suggest
that the tool can be used to identify good and bad sound gears.

Keywords: Signal processing techniques, sound Gears, signal features, Correlation, Computer Vision
information or features and the use of the information or
features [4]

1. Introduction
The advanced computer technology has facilitated the
analysis, processing, decision making and production in
various industries. However in some of computerized system
the quality of the produced product may be low and
therefore call for the need of higher intelligent tool for
determination of the defect product to separate from good
ones. In this paper we introduced one of the powerful
techniques for detection of the defect and non-defect sound
product, Sound Gear has been our fundamental case study
for development of the tool.
Gear is a toothed machine part, such as wheel with some
groves at its surface coupled to either motor or engine to one
part and connected to a toothed machine such as wheel or
cylinder so as to transmit power or to change direction or
speed of the motion [1], [2], [3].
Sound gear is the smallest and lightest electronic product on
the market rests discreetly inside the wearer’s ear to deliver
natural wind reduction and superior sound quality [4].
The computer vision is the contemporary technology which
involves transformation of data from a still or video camera
into either a decision or a new representation for the purpose
of achieving some particular features [5].
Digital signal Processing is an operation designed for
extracting, enhancing, storing, and transmitting useful
information [6]. DSP is the numerical manipulation of
signals, involves measuring, filtering, reproducing or
compressing of continuous analogy signal. It is characterized
by representing signals as discrete time, discrete frequency,
or other discrete domain signals. Different signal processing
techniques such as Fourier transform, z-transform, Wavelet
transform, convolution, and correlation to mention the few
are used to realize the required process based on the
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In this research paper, the sounds from sound gears were
extracted, using anaudio technical-USB condenser
Microphone, and stored to form a database. Digital signals
processing techniques were employed to extract features and
analyze the features, special threshold-classifier was used to
features.
The decision making for the classifier was made based on
Amplitude threshold set value. The approach based on the
concept that the similarities and differences in soundsignal
features (amplitudes, frequencies and phases) to determine
the defect and non-defect gears

2. Related Works
There are numerous considerable methods which are used to
ensure the produced products have higher quality to mention
the few, several industries approach based on person ear in
decision making for sound gears, it has been reported that
many people came with different conclusions when they
were assigned to determine the good ones and bad ones.
Also faults detection techniques are strongly used to identify
products with faults and consider them as bad product.
Machine Vision Based Methods for Fault Detection
1) Method 1: Fault Detection using GMMs and Blob
Analysis
This method uses the foreground detector system object to
monitoring the machine while it is in operation and classifies
the operating condition into a normal operation, a transfer 1
jam or transfer 2 jams. The foreground detector object reads
grayscale video frames to compute and return the foreground
mask using Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) (Stauffer, C.
and Grimson, 2000). The single Gaussian model for
background detection may not be reliable in case of lighting
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changes and scene changes. Hence, the approach of adaptive
Gaussian mixture model, where each pixel in the scene in
modeled by a mixture of K Gaussian distributions works
better for moving objects detection.[7] if I is the image
sequence and {
} represent the location of a pixel then
the history of the pixels value is obtained by
(1)
The recent history of each pixel is modeled by a mixture of
K Gaussian distribution. The probability of observing a
certain pixel value at time t can be written as

Where
the weight for ith Gaussian Component is,
is
the mean of the Gaussian component and
is the
normal distribution of ith component with as the mean and
as the covariance

(3)

The updated weights are given by

(2)

(4)

Figure 1: fauilts detections using blob and GMMs
2) Method 2: Fault Detection using Optical Flow Method
Optical flow is a method popularly used to estimate motion
from one frame of a video to another frame. It is a two

dimensional vector given by equation (9) which is the
measure of the motion in x and y directions respectively. [7]

(5)
However the computer vision based techniques for finding
the faults are not reliable and applicable for the closed
system and circuits hidden in some chips, because the
techniques can work to all systems which their components
can be seen by eyes but not hidden or intrinsic components
which are highly affected by temperature and cause poor
quality of the product
Digital Signal processing researchers were working for
finding the similarities between the signals, under this
concept it would be possible to find defect object especially
for those sound object or system that gives signals and use
the similarities to make decision the following were among
the signal processing techniques used to find the similarities
and differences between the sounds
3) Spectral Models Related to the sinusoids and Noise
Model
Under this approach, they used additive synthesis as
traditional sound synthesis method that is very close to the
sinusoidal model. It has been used in electronic music for
several decades [8]. It represented the original signal as a
sum of sinusoids with time-varying amplitudes, frequencies
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and phase’s .However, it did not make any difference
between harmonic and non-harmonic components. Did not
give any promising results to our need. Required very large
amount of sinusoidal to represent non harmonic components
4) Transient Modeling
While sinusoids and noise were used to model a large
variety of sounds, they performed poorly with very rapidly
changing signals components and have a large bandwidth,
the number of sinusoidal required is large. Also, the timeresolution used normally not well enough for transient. A
transient detector determined where the transients are
located and other parts of signal are represented with the
parametric sinusoids and noise model, the detected transient
is represented with non-parametric transforming coding. [9]
.The transforming coding is strictly used for a short amount
of time (66mS). Transient model has been used together
with sinusoids and noise model in the system represented in
[6]-[8]. It at end produced a sound coding scheme. However,
that work gave no fundamental concept for construction of
the system which can distinguish defect and non-defect
gears
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5) Cross-Correlation method
Sinusoids are defined as frequency components which have
significantly more energy than the adjacent frequencies.
Cross-Correlation (also called cross-covariance) between
two input signals is a kind of template matching. [4] Crosscorrelation is done in any number of dimensions. The cross
correlation uses the frequency components idea to
calculating the cross correlation between the short-time
spectrum of the signal and the spectrum resulting from the
ideal sinusoid and sculling the result of the overall spectral
shape. The obtained result is called the sinusoidal likeness
measure. [6]- [11]-[12]-[13].The cross correlation method
has been used successfully especially in speech coding [14],
where the voicing index is similar to sinusoidal likeness
measure
However cross correlation gives good information about
how to phase one of the signals, for it to best match the other
one, but it gave no explanation bout how similar they are. It
has been observed that, cross correlation can be really
affected by the signals amplitude, the higher amplitude in
cross correlation dictates the higher similarity. Which was
proven to be wrong in many cases including in cases of
. if
and
Are crosscorrelated, will yield large amplitude than, if
is autocorrelated with
, in this technique the one yielding
large amplitude dictates the larger similarity and the other
with small amplitude dictates small similarity, this concept
gives wrong results ,since
and
are signals with
100% similarity ,while
and
are not similar
in amplitudes, therefore ,this scheme yet yield unpromising
results [6],[11],[12],[13].[17]

3. Proposed Approach
The main purpose of this research is to establish the
powerful and robust tool which detects the quality of the
Sound Gear and classifies as the imperfect gear and perfect
gear. A designated tool transforms the extracted sound
signals from gears to the new presentable forms for
processing and analyzing. From the analyzed features the
designed tool automatically make decision on the class of
the gear .fig 2 shows the block diagram for the sound signal
processing. We have divided the developed algorithm into 4
stages.
a) Pre-processing stage
In this research, the pre-processing stage involves the sound
Acquisition and storage. It is sometimes referred to the
features extraction from signals, but in this case the sound
from Gears are extracted /recorded by special recording
Microphone named audio technical-USB condenser
Microphone, The sample Gears used for extraction of
sounds were produced in one of the company having an
industry for earphones production, such gears were used as
samples to facilitate the development of tool fig.1 (a) show
the sample gear
To avoid the additive noises such as Radio frequency
interferences, audio cables picking up Magnetic and
Electrostatic hum fields radiated by power wiring in the
walls of room, magnetic induction fields, the method
proposed in [15] was employed of which the sounds of gears
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were recorded at the very silent closed box, with less
radioactive interferences. The sounds were then stored in the
form of sound waves in the computer with files of extension
.wav

Figure 2: Stages for the developed algorithm

Figure 3: The top view of the Sound Gear used
b) Processing stage 1
The stage involves the presentation and processing
techniques such Cross-correlation and auto-correlation.
 Presentation
The audio wave was transformed to the graphical
presentation of the waves, which was then transformed to
the sinusoidal signal presentation for better visualization
[9], [14], [16]
 Cross-correlation
Once the waves have been presented to the sinusoidal
forms, the cross –correlation technique was introduced.
The characteristics such as amplitudes, frequencies and
Phases were easily revealed [6], [11], [12], and [13]. This
cross-correlation was between the referenced good sound
signal and the unknown sound signal, the cross-correlation
was defined by the following equation [6], [8].
(6)
(7)
Index is called the shift or lag parameter.
 Auto-correlation
This was employed to the referenced signal itself for the
purpose of understanding the signal behavior. It is the
measure of the degree to which the signal is similar to itself
.The following are the auto-correlation equations [6], [11].
(8)
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The algorithm (9) was implemented in Mat lab because it
support a finite duration.
c) Processing stage 2
It involves advanced signal processing techniques such as
Normalization, and alignment.
 Normalization
Once the cross-correlated and auto-correlated results are
obtained it is difficult to analyze their resembling ,therefore
Normalization technique is employed ,there are frequency
normalization and Amplitude normalization , we introduced
the Amplitude normalization which set the amplitude of both
Cross-correlation and auto-correlation to the unit value.
In additional to that frequency Normalization which was
employed to facilitate the study of the signal characteristics
in unit frequency. Both techniques introduced brought a
clear view to the processed signals and enabled the
understanding of the similarities and dissimilarities in all
features. The normalization equation is simply given in
equation (12) and (14) for auto-correlation and Crosscorrelation respectively
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
 Alignment
It involved the synchronization of the results of the
normalized cross-correlation and normalized autocorrelation to have the same starting point in time domain
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which plays a great role in studying of the, amplitude, phase,
and frequency differences between the two results
d) Enhancement and Analysis
The aligned signal results are brought for visual observation
to observe how close, the frequencies, phases and
amplitudes between the normalized cross -Correlation and
normalized auto-correlation are. In this research the
differences in amplitudes of normalized cross –correlation
and normalized auto-correlation were used to make the
judgment for the similarities of the signals, and the results
were interpreted to be the judgement for the quality of the
Gear. It is expected the differences to be very small for all
good gears. In this experiment the different is set be as small
as less than 0.4. The formula for difference in amplitude
applied is a follows.
(15)
Where
the maximum amplitude of the Normalized
aligned Auto-correlated signal result,
is the
Maximum amplitude of the Normalized aligned
CrossCorrelated signal result, and
is the difference
between the amplitude

4. Experimental Results
Based on analytical Digital processing algorithms employed
to process the sounds to realize the imperfection and
perfection of sound gears, from the initial stage to the final
stage, the following are experimental sequential results,
presenting the two sound gears of which one was defect gear
sound processing procedures and the other was good gear
sound processing Procedure
Summary for signal representations for both perfect and
imperfect sound signals
Processing stages with imperfect sound with perfect sound
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Table 1 for results of 10 test sound Gears
The last figure Fig (e)(i)reveals the mismatching between
the aligned normalized cross-correlated and auto-correlated
in terms of phase, and amplitude, the amplitudes, difference
in amplitude dictated that sound signal was from defect
Gear, i.e.
The same process from initial to the end was done for the
good gears sound, after undergone through all stages, clearly
the higher degree of similarity between the aligned
normalized cross-correlated and Auto-correlated was
observed in Fig (e)(ii). In this case the
which
dictated that the sound was good and therefore the gear was
perfect. In this research 8 imperfect Gears were provided,
and 2 perfect gears and the results of the differences
were
summarized in table 1

the developed tool guarantee the short time consuming and
reliability.
Research involved the extraction of sound signals,
presentation,
cross-correlation,
auto-correlation,
Normalization, alignment as the basic flow techniques for
development of the tool. However the finding of the
amplitudes difference was the key to the classification.
The approach was efficient, real time and effective with low
cost and less time consuming .The complete system
developed as a tool found to be convenient and therefore can
be installed in our general purpose computers for the
classification of gears as to either defect or non-defect.

6. Acknoledgement
5. Conclusion
In this research we proposed the enhanced Digital signal
processing techniques of which they are integrated in the
computer mat lab Technology to develop a tool for the
automatic detection of the Quality of the sound Gear .The
approach had been found to have 100% accuracy after being
tested for 10 sound gears in July 24, 2015 at the school
electronic Engineering of which among the 8 gears were
observed as bad gears and 2 gears classified as good gears.
The choice of any of good gears to be the reference gear
brought the same promising results for the detection , It is
clearly revealed that the approach can suppress the problem
of using human ear as the classifier for the good or bad gear,
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